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Making sense of the extensive disciplines and sub-topics within com-
puter graphics and multimedia is a lifelong challenge. No one can be versed in
all areas at once due to the vast amounts of information that exists on all the
subject areas and due to the dynamic nature of technology. Inevitably, we
specialize. Programmers create programs and artists create art. Computer
scientists are programmers and artists  use computers to paint digitally and
perform graphic design. That’s the way it is today, is that not accurate? Noth-
ing could be further from the truth. In 1919, Bauhaus pioneer Wassily Kandinsky
stated, “And so the arts are encroaching upon one another, and from a proper
use of this encroachment will rise the art that is truly monumental” (Packer, xv,
2001). The emergence art that is truly monumental has not yet been seen. The
same can be said of technology and science. Of course, time is marked by
influential events that shape the history of the discipline, but one monumental
event ultimately replaces another. Looking back is essential to growth, but
looking forward to “the next big thing” is the prominent response to success.
What has emerged on a superficial level is an artistic and technical society that
has ingrained disciplinary boundaries that often characterize researchers, schol-
ars, and artists as one-dimensional practitioners that do not stray from their
grass roots. This notion has been changed with the growth of digital technol-
ogy. Technology has promoted interdisciplinary collaboration to become an
integral part of mainstream educational practice. Academic programs that in-
stitute interdisciplinary projects and exploration have begun to nurture a move-
ment in collaboration that is genuine, exciting, and boundless. This can be
seen in distance education trends, interdisciplinary degree programs growth,
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and the transformation of working individually on a project or being part of a
specialized team. In academia, this collaborative approach is born from the
need for every scholar to define new applications for development within their
specialization. Secondly, the interdisciplinary approach fosters a new multi-
tude of problems that incite exploration of multidimensional and often multi-
disciplinary solutions.

US VS. THEM
Although collaboration is the goal, often artists and programmers stray

from each other’s tools, techniques, and processes. Therefore, the debate
begins. Here is an example of a typical artist vs. techie debate; What is better
to use in web design, HTML hand coding, or WYSIWYG software such as
Macromedia Dreamweaver? Is HTML hand coding better than writing the
code transparently within an intuitive user interface? Does it truly matter? The
result is the same — a web page. Why the debate? Well, we all want to think
that our discipline and approach is a better solution. One main cause for tech
vs. art is the natural inclination of the masses to view technology as simply a
term for computers and peripherals. When in fact, the Greek word technikos
means of art. The word technical is also defined as: of or relating to tech-
nique. In addition, the word also carries the meaning: having special knowl-
edge of a mechanical or scientific subject. Technology is defined by Merriam
Webster as: a manner of accomplishing a task using technical methods or
knowledge. If the word technology is so scientific, where did it find its way
into art? Billy Kluver, a Swedish-born engineer in the late 1950s became a
chief catalyst for the art and technology movement in the 1960s. Kulver was a
pioneering proponent in the marriage between art and technology. Inspired by
Aristotle’s notion of Techne — in which there was no differentiation between
the practice of art and science. Kluver was a crucial conduit in interdiscipli-
nary collaboration between artists and scientists. In a 1996 essay titled, “The
Great Northwestern Power Failure,” Kluver states, “The artists work is like
that of a scientist. It is an investigation which may or may not yield meaningful
results; in many cases we only know many years later.” Kluver was a vision-
ary who understood the value of  technology as a gathering force in collabora-
tion, not a obstacle. The work Kluver accomplished with Robert Rauschenberg
in their founded group Experiments in Art and Technology (E.A.T.) was criti-
cal to today’s interdisciplinary collaborations. E.A.T. encouraged artists and
engineers in interdisciplinary technology-based art projects (Packer, 2001).
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SHARING WORDS
Highly shared words throughout many disciplines, computer graphics and

multimedia have become foundations for scholars to explore within their own
contexts. The terms are found universally throughout many disciplines that
bear no resemblance to each other in purpose, process, and output. It is ap-
propriate that the digital scholar is to understand, embrace, and explore the
countless tributaries of opportunity that exist within computer graphics and
multimedia. Within concentration areas, there exists a mountain of terms that
has an immeasurable amount of specialization and hybrids. Each one is impor-
tant in the unique function of a particular problem. Engagement of unknown
areas is critical to developing a true meaning for the word technology.

BOOK ORGANIZATION
This book has a diverse authorship that spans several disciplines, coun-

tries, and levels. Specifically, three main areas are focused on. Section I is
Digital Design. Chapters in this section explore topics within digital design
education, production, culture, and techniques. Section II is Computer Sci-
ence. Chapters in this section provide extensive insight into computer science
research topics including 4d visualization, virtual environments, graph aesthet-
ics, and video indexing. Section III is Multimedia and New Media. This
section contains chapters that cross boundaries between digital design and
computer science. However, because the chapters engage multiple media and
integrate interactivity in the discussion, they are classified as multimedia or
new media chapters within this text. The topic areas include Macromedia Flash
programming, digital asset alignment and management, analysis of digital au-
dio, and machine vision in the arts. This diverse array of art, technology, and
science all come together to make up a small piece of the vast subject we
know as computer graphics and multimedia. One major goal of this text is to
enable the reader to open their minds to the extensive journeys that can be
taken exploring merely one specialization in computer graphics and multime-
dia. This book also hopes to encourage artists to understand and embrace
collaboration in science and technology. And to encourage scientists, engi-
neers, and techies to open the doors to collaborative interdisciplinary projects
allowing scientists and artists to come together as hybrid technologists who
share the same vision and principles towards problem solving, but do not
share the same educational, experiential, and technical backgrounds.

There are 12 chapters in this book. They are fairly divided between digi-
tal design, computer science, and multimedia/new media. Here is a brief de-
scription of each chapter’s significance.



Section One: Digital Design
Chapter One, Teaching Computer Graphics and Multimedia: A Prac-

tical Overview, analyzes and identifies problems and solutions facing the digital
teaching professional. The text develops a dialogue for new and existing in-
structors to understand and utilize in their digital teaching. The principles be-
hind the chapter guide the reader into a practical understanding of rudimen-
tary pitfalls, successful strategies, technology issues, and communication tech-
niques that are imperative to teaching digital subject matter.

Chapter Two, Digital Prepress: Issues and Solutions for the Prepara-
tion of Print Media, addresses the changes that have occurred in the print
design industry as a result of the digital revolution. The text focuses on print
media and its preparation in the world of digital technology. This chapter high-
lights common problems and concerns that are present in the design, produc-
tion, and output of print media.

Chapter Three, Screenspace, the author takes a fascinating journey
through Tokyo landscape to uncover the Screenspace and Cellspace that has
engulfed the lives of the Japanese. Fully interactive cellphones and jumbo LED
displays have become commonplace in urban life. This chapter crosses bound-
aries into multimedia and ultimately describes the technical, virtual, and digital
re-design of a living environment and culture as a result of integrating technol-
ogy into everyday life. This text also places the screen into the true context it
occupies in real life.

Chapter Four, How to Use Photoshop to Improve the Gestalt of an
Image, develops an understanding of visual communication through images.
The chapter discusses the composition of forms within the image having a
structure, or Gestalt to carry the content through the end-user’s perception
process to a state of understanding. Discussions are included on the use of
Adobe Photoshop for cleaning up distracting visual trash such as dust, hair,
scratches or unwanted objects. Systematic directions and examples explain
the entire process.

Section Two: Computer Science
Chapter Five, Adaptive Narrative Virtual Environments, will explore

the technologies and issues surrounding Adaptive Presentation Management
for Narrative Virtual Environments. Discussion will also examine the subject
in a broader context, with regards to plans for enhancements and future sys-
tems in order to make VE technology more accessible to a wider range of
applications in areas such as education and training, visualization, and com-
munication, and even to enable new types of entertainment and games. Some
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of the burden of managing the presentation should be lifted from the designer
and the user, and placed on the computer.

Chapter Six, Isoluminance Contours: A Fast, Simple Model for 4D
Animated Visualization, presents important background information on 4d
visualization. The chapter highlights the Isoluminance Contour Model that not
only provides a quick and easy method for generating images, but also dra-
matically reduces the amount of work required by traditional computer graph-
ics methods. This chapter introduces the ICM for visualization, chronicles
successful research findings and presents tangible results.

Chapter Seven, Content-Based Video Indexing and Retrieval, pre-
sents recent advances in digital video compression and networks. Content
based video retrieval systems are reviewed and a new framework called
ClassView is proposed to make some advancement towards more efficient
content-based video retrieval. The chapter highlights several advances in video
retrieval. The proposed framework includes efficient video content analysis, a
hierarchical representation scheme, and a video database indexing structure.

Chapter Eight, Evaluating Graph Drawing Aesthetics: Defining and
Exploring a New Empirical Research Area, describes a long-term project
to investigate the validity of the design principles on which many automatic
graph layout algorithms are based, not from the perspective of computational
efficiency, but from the perspective of human comprehension. The chapter
summarizes all the empirical work the author has done on the effectiveness of
2D graph drawing aesthetics. It also describes the process of initiating a new
experimental research area, and of developing a framework for empirical stud-
ies within the area, with specific reference to the experimental methodology
and statistical analysis issues involved.

Section Three: Multimedia/New Media
Chapter Nine, Client and Server Side Programming Concepts Incor-

porating Macromedia Flash, explains that the motion graphics and authoring
package is more than a graphic arts program. This application allows the de-
signer to create a true and unique graphical user interface (GUI). This GUI
can be precisely programmed to support end user interactivity. Flash is not
limited to the World Wide Web, however, it has found tremendous treatment
in this arena. The general perspective of this chapter is to discuss Macromedia
Flash as a tool for the delivery of multimedia content via the World Wide
Web. In addition, object oriented programming and server-side scripting will
also be addressed within and related to the context of this application. Short
tutorials will reinforce the subject matter. These will enhance the reader’s un-
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derstanding in gaining a deeper perspective of Flash.  This chapter will also
address Flash’s place in the many avenues and perplexities of web applica-
tions.

Chapter Ten, Everything That Can Communicate Will: Aspects of
Digital Asset Alignment and Management, deals with the concept of align-
ing and managing digital assets as a reaction to the evolution of digital produc-
tion and digital networks. This chapter highlights digital asset management as
it relates to value and importance in the roles of digital liquidity, digital conti-
nuity, and digital viability.

Chapter Eleven, Analysis of Musical Content in Digital Audio, dis-
cusses how automatic analysis of digital audio with musical content is a diffi-
cult but important task for various applications in computer music, audio com-
pression and music information retrieval. This chapter contains a brief review
of audio analysis as it relates to music, followed by three case studies of re-
cently developed systems that analyze specific aspects of music.

Chapter Twelve, Certain Aspects of Machine Vision in the Arts, at-
tempts to consider the consequences of machine vision technologies for the
role of the image in the visual arts. After a short introduction to the topic, the
text gives a practical overview of image processing techniques that are rel-
evant in surveillance, installation and information art practice. Example work
by practitioners in the field contextualizes these more technical descriptions
and shows how computational approaches to digital imagery can radically
expand the use of the image in the arts.

–John DiMarco
Long Island University, USA
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